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Non-road road transport – pre-read 
in advance of workshop
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This project aims to drive sustainable economic growth in the UK 
hydrogen and fuel cell industry in the period to 2025 and beyond
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• Public-private project steered by Innovate UK, 
the Department of Energy and Climate Change 
(DECC), Transport Scotland, Scottish 
Government, Scottish Enterprise, Scottish 
Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association (SHFCA), 
UK Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association 
(UKHFCA), and the Knowledge Transfer 
Network (KTN)

• Delivered by E4tech and Element Energy, in 
consultation with the Steering Board and 
wider stakeholders

• Launched in January, due to be completed in 
early June

• Consists of 11 mini roadmaps, on different 
sectors of hydrogen and fuel cell use, which 
will be brought together with an overall 
national case
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The 11 mini roadmaps cover uses of hydrogen and fuel cells, and 
production and distribution of hydrogen 
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CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES: Underpinning research, skills, regulations, codes and standards
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Today’s workshop is to get your feedback on the draft mini-
roadmap on non-road transport

4

• This draft mini-roadmap has been issued as a straw man document to provide a basis for 
discussion.  All aspects are up for discussion and we welcome all input

• The roadmap shows aims for each application for 2025, barriers to achieving those aims, actions
that need to be taken to overcome the barriers, and benefits of doing so

• During the workshop, we will discuss your views on:

• Accuracy (50 mins) - Have the main issues and barriers been captured in the draft roadmaps? 

• Ambition (30 mins) - Are the aims for 2025 appropriate? What level of ambition is reasonable?

• Action (40 mins) - Will the actions proposed be enough to overcome the barriers? If not, what 
else is needed? How reasonable is it to expect these actions? What might they cost, how long 
will they take and who might pay? 

• Note that we are focusing on actions to 2025, not the long term vision for the hydrogen and fuel 
cell sector. The longer term vision will be articulated in the overall national roadmap

• We also want your views on cross cutting issues that could affect more than one mini-roadmap
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We welcome your views on cross cutting issues that could affect all 
mini-roadmaps
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Underpinning research
e.g. What breakthroughs could change 

the outlook for several roadmaps?

Skills
e.g. Is education and training needed 

that spans several of these areas? 

Regulations, codes and standards
e.g. What further work is needed?

Financing
e.g. are there financing mechanisms that 

could help in several sectors?

Safety
e.g. What further work is needed?

Manufacturing and supply chain
e.g. joint design, production or 

procurement of certain components

Marketing
e.g. how can one sector help another?

Joint initiatives between sectors
e.g. would these be useful? 

Regional activities
e.g. Can pioneer regions be valuable in 

deploying several HFC technologies 
together?

Market structure
e.g. ways to monetise value to grid of 

CHP could also apply to electrolysis



Non-road vehicles – draft roadmap
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Non-road transport is a fast moving and carbon intensive area with 
significant desire to decarbonise
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There is a wide range of applications for fuel cells in non-road transport, 
including aviation, marine and rail propulsion; auxiliary power in 
aviation/maritime vehicles; tractors, forklifts, tractors and unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs)

In order to facilitate an analysis, a prioritisation exercise agreed to focus 
on:

• Use of fuel cells for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) - The UK has a 
number of aerospace companies with strong interest in UAVs, and 
several UK based hydrogen and fuel cell companies have developed 
propulsion systems for UAVs 

• Heavy duty hydrogen fuel cell for marine and rail propulsion - There 
has also been significant interest in rail propulsion and maritime 
propulsion, so these are other areas of focus.  These are anticipated to 
use similar size (>100kW) stacks and systems, and hence are 
considered using a combined approach.

Other applications not considered in depth here include 

• Fuel cell forklifts ~10,000 have been deployed globally2) but the UK has 
had little supply chain involvement in this market 

• Manned aviation – considered to be applicable beyond the 2025 
timescale

• Defence – explicitly excluded from this analysis
• Small APU applications for ships and recreational vehicles (considered 

as part of the portable fuel cell applications)

Photos: fuel cell today (top), popsci (bottom)

1: theccc.org.uk, 2: Fuel Cell Forklift Deployment in the US Ahmad Mayyas et. al.
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Applications in focus
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• Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

• Rail and Maritime propulsion

• Links to other roadmaps
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Introductory note:

Fuel cells are a potential options 
for fuelling unmanned aerial 
vehicles. The higher energy density 
of fuel cell + fuel systems versus 
batteries allows competition 
particularly in longer mission time 
applications.

The inherent scalability of fuel cells 
provides advantages for smaller 
applications versus conventional 
combustion based engines

9
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Fuel Cell Unmanned Aerial  Vehicles (FC UAVs) have significant 
potential for deployment in 2025
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• By 2025 market forecasts indicate that the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) market will 
increase from $8 billion to $15 billion

• Military applications are expected to dominate the 2025 market, with a 70% share. The 
consumer market is projected to triple in size by 2025, while the commercial market is 
projected to roughly double

• Fuel Cell UAVs (FC UAVs) have already been explored by military developers and offer a 
number of advantages over electric and diesel systems including: low noise level; low infrared 
signature; low vibration; and high reliability compared to small petrol engines1, 2

• In comparison to lithium ion battery systems, hydrogen fuel cells systems have significantly 
higher volumetric and gravimetric energy densities.  Therefore, they offer enhanced 
endurance.  Indeed, in the long term, it is expected that fuel cell systems’ endurance will be 
approximately four times that of an equivalent lithium ion system

• Within the UAV market, fuel cell systems have good potential in medium range applications 
with power ratings up to 10 kW.  These low specific power systems are likely to be particularly 
applicable in fixed wing aircraft with power ratings of 1 – 5 kW. They have also been 
deployed in higher power rotary aircraft, though further use in this area may be limited by 
high take-off power for large payloads.

• Potential civilian applications for FC UAVs include surveillance, infrastructure maintenance 
(powerlines, pipelines, roads, windfarms, telecommunications), agriculture (farms, fisheries), 
deliveries (with low payloads) and surveying (coastlines, geology, forestry), since many of 
these applications could require long flight times

• If they prove cost effective, and suitable applications can be found FC UAVs could access 
niches within the civil and commercial markets. Hobbyist flights are likely to be short range, 
and are therefore unlikely to require a FC UAV versus a battery option unless prices decrease 
considerably

0
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Market size3

Billion $

202520202015

71%

7%

22%

2025 UAV market share

Commercial Military

Consumer

1Congressional Research Service UAS: Commercial Outlook for a New Industry
2González-Espasandín et al. Fuel Cells: A Real Option for UAV Propulsion
3Adapted from: Teal Group, Grand View Research, Dronelife.com, Mooreland Partners, INEA consulting Ltd  

Aims for 2025
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A range of Fuel Cells and hydrogen storage technologies have been 
applied or have potential for use in UAVs

• Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) operate at low temperature and have low specific power densities, but high 
specific energy densities (up to around ≈1 kWh / kg, including storage systems)1.  PEM fuel cells have the most concentrated 
development focus of any transport fuel cell and are expected to undergo significant drops in costs and improvements in 
performance over the coming decade.  The power density required during take-off is likely to be too high for a PEMFC to supply 
alone, so they are (any will likely continue to be) deployed in hybrid mode with lithium ion batteries to help meet take-off power 
needs. Other fuel cells have been tested in this area:

 Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFCs) – given the high weight of fuel processing equipment, it is anticipated that DMFCs will be 
too heavy for application in FCUAVs and development focus has shifted away from these in the last few years

 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) are fuelled with kerosene, currently the most prominent aircraft fuel.  SOFCs run at temperatures 
above 1000K, this means that they are sensitive to thermal cycling and require bulky and heavy insulation, which are likely to 
be restrictive for aerial applications

11

Fuel Cells for application in UAVs

Hydrogen storage in UAVs

• Energy density in UAV systems needs to be high for long duration flights, so there is significant interest in ultra-lightweight 
hydrogen storage for FC UAVs

 The highest energy density yet achieved in a FC UAV power unit was 1.3 kWh / kg2 (which had a power density of 550 W / kg).  
Using compressed hydrogen the UAV achieved a flight time of 26 hours.  This system required a specially made carbon fibre tank

 Other energy storage systems have been deployed, including hydride storage systems (up to 700 Wh/kg) and liquid storage 
systems.  Ammonia borane is of particular interest and has already been implemented in a hydrogen-based power system 
developed by Cella3 (a UK company). As a carrying material ammonia borane can store up to 12 wt% hydrogen.  It is likely that 
chemical hydrides will become a prominent technology in ultra-light weight storage of hydrogen for UAVs.

1González-Espasandín et al. Fuel Cells: A Real Option for UAV Propulsion
2The Ion Tiger (see reference 1 for more details)
3Green Car Congress: First UAV test flight with Cella solid-state hydrogen storage and fuel-cell power system

Tasks
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There are a number of technological needs to increase the 
performance of FC UAVs

12

Aspect Potential Technological Developments

Light-weighting of storage

• Development of lightweight chemical hydride systems, such as ammonia borane could improve 
storage system weight. Future research into how best to store and release hydrogen could lead to 
enhanced light-weighting. The ammonia borane is hydrolysed to produce hydrogen, and requires a 
metal catalyst, at present sub-systems need to be include to avoid catalyst poisoning, improvements 
in catalyst resilience and sub-system weight could also improve the overall storage system weight

• Lightweight hydrogen tanks could be an alternative, these would require ultra-light tanks (for 
example, carbon overwrapped aluminium pressure vessels2) which have achieved system energy 
densities of above 1 kWh/kg1

Recyclable fuel storage / 
refuelling

• Development of industrial recycling processes for chemical hydrides and lightweight tanks will be 
required to dispense ultra-lightweight fuels to users

• For lightweight tank storage, swappable cylinders are an option for refuelling.  At scales of tens of 
vehicles, this is not expected to be problematic, but for 100s and more vehicles, the requirement for 
storage space for cylinders could become a barrier

High altitude performance
of fuel cells

• At high altitudes oxygen content of air drops, therefore resilient fuel cells that can operate at low 
oxygen concentration will need to be developed (of the identified applications, only costal surveying 
and fisheries are expected to require high altitude flight, so this concern is limited to a small section 
of the potential market)

1Green Car Congress: First UAV test flight with Cella solid-state hydrogen storage and 
fuel-cell power system
2NRL: Hydrogen Fuel Cell Propulsion for Long Endurance Small UAVs

Tasks
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The UK has several companies that could benefit from the 
commercialisation of FC UAVs

• The UK have a number of Aerospace companies that could participate (or are 
active) in the wider UAV market and businesses that may rent out UAVs (e.g. 
Cyberhawk who provide reduced cost surveying using their fleet of UAVs)

• There is a wide range of potential commercial and civil applications for high 
endurance UAVs which could be exploited if UAVs are permitted to leave the line 
of sight of the user (such as surveying, delivery)

• FC UAVs may provide a market to start up work for other lightweight fuel cell 
manufacturers

Latent potential

Research potential

• Intelligent Energy have been active in this space and recently showcased its 
prototype of a hydrogen range extender.  Similar projects include a partnership 
with Boeing Phantom Works (a division of Boeing (US based company)) to develop 
a state of the art manned fuel cell aerial vehicle1

• Another active player is Arcola Energy who in partnership with Cella Energy have 
integrated fuel cells into a fixed wing UAV designed by Raptor UAS

• There are a number of small UAV companies that are probing this market, 
including Raptor UAV and Redwing

• ITM Power have secured contracts with Boeing to provide fuel for their FC UAVs

Companies active in the sector

1 Intelligent Energy press release: Intelligent Energy Hydrogen Fuel Cells Significantly Extend 
Drone Flight Time

• The UK is a leader in materials science research, and the light-weighting of fuel 
cells and hydrogen storage systems will be highly reliant on such development

Currently, the UK has companies with all of 
the expertise and equipment to participate 
in this sector (as some already have).  
However, the broad technical knowledge, 
and specific application requirements that 
are necessary to inform the design a fuel 
cell UAV are likely to require collaborative 
work between several partners:

• Next generation hydrogen storage / 
generation: academia, start-ups;

• Fuel cell technology: fuel cell OEMs;
• Aircraft design: aerospace 

companies;
• Automation / communication 

technology: the computing and 
telecommunications industry;

• Application specifications: the end 
users who will specify required 
range, payloads etc. to feed into the 
specification.

Such collaboration could be organised 
through integration companies

Facilitation of trials and showcases could be 
used to promote this technology, and the 
UK has several aerospace testing sites 
which could be used

Measures to support the market

9

UK capabilities

The international market in fuel cell technology for UAVs is relatively small, and the UK 
has companies leading in this space
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Capital costs of PEMFC systems are the major financial barrier to FCUAV 
deployment could be reduced when produced at high volume

• The limiting factor on the applicability of UAVs is their weight, and so 
UAVs will be designed to minimise this.  Hence, UAV systems are the 
result of and optimisation of costs, endurance and cruising altitude will 
vary significantly according to design

• Typically, lithium ion systems are used in small UAVs1, however, there 
are likely to be applications for small UAVs where the range of lithium 
ion battery powered systems will be insufficient but the size of internal 
combustion engines are too large,  this could be a competitive niche 
for FC UAVs

• The ownership cost analysis overleaf (which is normalised per hour of 
flight time) suggests PEMFC systems’ costs are currently dominated by 
the stack and hydrogen storage / generation CAPEX

• These costs re expected to decrease significantly with economies of 
scale - demand on the scale of X,000s – X0,000s of units is required to 
deliver cost-effective PEMFC UAVs

• With sufficient reduction in costs total cost analysis shows that when 
normalised to flight hours PEMFC systems can approach the cost of 
lithium ion systems, but are unlikely to compete on cost alone

• This implies that the market will be limited to the applications 
requiring long durations, since next generation lithium batteries are 
likely to lead to a lower cost per hour of flight, though they are still 
expected to have significantly shorter flight times (3 hours for the Li-S 
system in 2025, vs 8 for the PEM system for a small UAV)

6,837

Lithium ion 2015

857

PEM FC battery 
hybrid 2015 (1.5kWh)

Power units for UAVs cost breakdown

All costs in £ / hour of flight time (range) - assumed 
operational lifetime of ten years with 500 flight hours p.a.

Lithium 
Sulphur 2025

PEM hybrid 
2025 - High 

volume 
production

270

PEM hybrid 
2025 - Low 

volume 
production

2,129

Lithium 
ion 2025 
(0.4 kWh)

331 175

Costs are approximate and are based on a system with 0.4 kW power 
output, plots are not set to relative scale

Lifetime cost of electricity / (£/h)

Lifetime cost of Hydrogen /( £ / h)Replacements / (£/ h)

Capex / (£ / h)

1 European Commission: STUDY ANALYSING THE CURRENT ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF UAV

Barriers and actions

7
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The total cost of ownership analysis is based on the following 
assumptions

15

Assumptions 2015 2025

System
parameters

Maximum power output (both systems) - W 400 400

Power system weight – kg 2.88 2.88

Lithium Ion 
Battery
parameters

Cost of batteries - £ / kWh 700 350

Battery lifetime – charge and discharge cycles 2000 2000

Battery charging efficiency 95% 95%

Battery power unit  Energy Density – kWh / kg 0.14 0.23

Battery - cell level specific power – kW / kg 0.37 0.5

Fuel cell system
parameters

Fuel cell system CAPEX (including storage – 200W cell) - £ 15,000 2,100 (high volume)
11,500 (low volume)

Power system weight - kg 2.88 2.88

Fuel cell + storage unit energy density - kWh / kg 0.5 1.0

Fuel cell system lifetime - hours 2800 3500

Fuel cell efficiency 44% 50%

Lithium Sulphur 
battery
parameters

Cost of batteries - £ / kWh - 176

Battery lifetime – charge and discharge cycles 150 1500

Battery charging efficiency 95% 95%

Battery power unit  Energy Density – kWh / kg 0.24 0.45

Battery - cell level specific power – kW / kg 0.912 2.7

Assumptions
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There are a number of non-financial barriers to the deployment of FC 
UAVs in the UK and in international markets

Aspect Discussion Action to support UK companies

Highly
regulated UK 
and 
international 
airspace

A number of UK regulations impose restrictions that may 
limit the civil and commercial application of FC UAVs:
• The aircraft should be kept within the visual line of sight 

(VLOS) of the pilot.  Operation beyond this (e.g. Extended
VLOS (EVLOS) where the pilots range is extended by 
another observer, or B-VLOS (beyond visual line of sight, 
where operations beyond any person’s sight are aided 
with additional technology)) must be approved by the 
CAA.  The main competitive advantage of FC UAVs against 
battery UAVs is their enhanced range, so revisions to 
legislation permitting use of UAVs beyond line of sight is 
crucial to the successful commercialisation of FC UAVs in 
the UK

• CAA permission is also required for any commercial 
application of UAVs. Furthermore, UAVs are subject to 
tight restrictions on how close they may fly to objects, 
vehicles and people, this includes a restriction on flight 
within 50 metres of any structure not under control of the 
pilot.  

Both of these issues limit the requirement for long life UAVs 
which are appropriate to fuel cells.

• The main competitive advantage of FC UAVs 
against battery UAVs is their enhanced range, so 
revisions to legislation permitting use of UAVs 
beyond line of sight is crucial to the successful 
commercialisation of FC UAVs in the UK

• Updating these regulations would increase the 
usage of UAVs in commercial and civil 
applications, to the benefit of the fuel cell UAV 
sector

• According to the Government’s Response to the 
House of Lords’ report on the Civilian use of 
Drones1 the long term goal is to allow UAVs to 
operate in the same airspace as manned aircraft

• The European RPAS steering group2 published a 
roadmap in 2013, which suggested B-VLOS 
operation could be integrated by 2017, with 
operation in unsegregated airspace, within radio 
line of sight by 2023, and by 2028 radio line of 
sight restrictions could be lifted

Public 
acceptance 
of UAVs

Public acceptance of commercial UAVs will be required for 
their commercialisation and so robust regulation around 
FCUAVs will need to be developed to ensure their safe use.

• A legal framework must be developed to deal 
with UAV to UAV (and other vehicle) collisions;

• Safety certification for hydrogen power units / 
storage systems must be in place

Barriers and actions

10
1: The Government’s Response to the House of Lords European Union Committee’s Seventh Report of Session 2014/15: 
Civilian Use of Drones in the EU
2: European RPAS Steering group: Roadmap for the integration of civil Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Systems into the European 
Aviation System
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Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and 
possible actions for supporting the deployment of FC UAVs

2016-2020 2020-2025 2025 onwards
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First deployment of FC UAVs to civilian markets Commercial deployment of fleets of X00s of mid-range UAVs 

Formation of industry 
groups / integrators

Small commercial / civil fleets (X0s 
of UAVS), Few individual FCUAVs

Introduction of regulation over collisions and safety

Development of cost effective ultra-lightweight compressed hydrogen storage, fuel cells, as well as auxiliary 
systems (such as sensors, cameras, chassis and other payloads)

FC UAVs widely deployed in 
commercial applications

High UK content UAVs sold in many 
1,000’s /year to export markets

Deregulation of air space e.g. BVLOS operations

Development of solid hydrogen storage 
methods and other lightweight storage

More consumer-owned FCUAVs, commercial fleets of X00s of FC UAVs

Increasing deregulation of airspace to go 
beyond radio line of sight

Field trials of fuel cell UAVs maximising 
UK content at stack, H2 and OEM level

11

Roadmap

Further deregulation and integration into airspace, 
leading to access to non-segregated airspace after 2025

EVLOS operation permitted moving towards 
BVLOS operation



Tens of thousands of FC UAVs could be deployed globally by 2025

• While the market for UAVs is expected to be dominated 
(in financial terms) by military UAVs for the foreseeable 
future, an increasing number of developers are focussing 
on commercial markets for small UAVs (up to 150kg 
weight)1, of these the most significant production to date 
has been of mini-UAVs, which tend to be battery powered 
at present

• Assuming that deregulation of airspace is permitted, 
endurance could become a factor of high importance in 
the selection of UAVs in select commercial applications

• It is unclear how large this market will be, since it is yet to 
emerge, but forecasts by the Association for Unmanned 
Vehicle Systems International suggest up to 160,000 
civilian UAVs could be deployed per year by private 
businesses by 2025 in the US alone2.  The US had a share 
of 61% of the UAV market in 20133 so assuming this scales 
with deployment, up to 260,000 commercial UAVs could 
be deployed privately per year by 2025

• The market projections are derived from forecasts of the 
potential share of fuel cells (5-25%) in applications which 
are currently anticipated to be key markets for battery 
powered  UAVs (pipeline surveillance, agriculture on large 
farms). These imply tens of thousands of fuel cell UAVs 
could be deployed annually by 2025

Deployment scenarios

12
1 The Hague Security Delta: A blessing in the skies? Challenges and opportunities in creating space for UAVs in the Netherlands
2 AUVSI: The economic impact of Unmanned Aircraft Systems in the United States
3 INEA Consulting: Global Commercial and Civil UAV Market Guide
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The key action to promote the uptake of FC UAVs is the 
deregulation of airspace to allow beyond line of sight operation

19

Scenario Actions

UK Deployment numbers (or other)

2015 2020 2025

High
• Active promotion by government operators
• FCEVs cost (capital and fuel cost) fall to allow 

adoption beyond high value niche applications
~150 2,400

Central

• Deregulation of Airspace (BLOS by 2020) with 
continued deregulation beyond, moving 
towards desegregated airspace

• Development of legal framework for UAVs
• Field trials of fuel cell UAVs maximising UK 

content at stack store and OEM level
• Some purchase of FC UAVs by government 

operators (e.g. law enforcement)

Very few non 
military FC 

UAVs 
(prototype 

stage)

~100 ~1,700

Low
• Insufficient permits issued and no 

deregulation of airspace
<10 <50

Deployment scenarios
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By 2025, FC UAV sales could have generated up to £100 million in 
added value for the UK, and 100’s of jobs

13

Cumulative by 2025 Notes

Global addressable market Up to ~60,000 units/year UK domestic market could account 
for 3% of global marketGlobal addressable market value Up to £1 billion

UK Share of Tradeable Global Market
Up to 20% 

Assuming a very high competitive 
advantage by 2025

Potential value for UK economy (GVA) ~ £ 0.1 billion (of which ~ 
3% from UK market)

Assuming a 50% displacement 
factor

Potential UK job creation ~800

Relative to battery powered UAVs, the fuel cell option offer minimal savings. Furthermore the limited 
flight time of the UAV means they make a minimal contribution to GHG emissions. Hence, this is not a 
strong creator of value for this sector

1: DECC: Updated energy and emissions projections 2015

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Savings

UK Benefits
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Applications in focus

21

• Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

• Rail and Maritime propulsion

• Links to other roadmaps
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HFC marine and rail applications are in an early demonstration 
phase. This is likely to be a low volume market in the early years

22

• In both the marine and rail sector, there is a need to reduce emissions of both carbon dioxide and local pollutants. Both sectors have 
historically faced limited regulation (relative to road transport), but are now starting to feel the pressure of regulations as policy 
makers recognise their contribution to these emissions. Particular pressure is being applied to marine vessels in ports in urban areas 
which suffer from air pollution issues and trains in urban areas. For example, the last of the most common class of diesel locomotives 
in the UK (class 66) has just been delivered, because they do not meet the current emissions requirements.  

• The marine and rail industries are traditionally conservative on propulsion innovation and progress is mainly driven by fuel (and 
maintenance) cost considerations.  Both industries require high confidence levels in propulsion technology to meet high safety and 
productivity standards

• Over the past years a number of industry players have begun small demonstration campaigns to understand the opportunity for fuel
cell and hydrogen technologies to replace diesel engines. In marine applications, this is mainly confined to near-sea / short-haul 
applications for crew safety reasons. Projects to date have also considered dual fuel configurations where only one conventional
engine is replaced with a HFC technology to demonstrate overall principle and reliability

• HFC rail demonstrations are rare but recent activities (mainly in Germany, China and Japan) are creating new interest in this
technology to replace diesel locomotives on  routes which are difficult / uneconomical to electrify

• Given the low-volume and customised nature of these markets, HFC marine and train applications will initially use the same heavy-
duty stacks (or H2-ICE) and hydrogen storage technologies used for road transport (e.g. buses, trucks). Cost reductions in these 
technologies  will thereby be driven by the automotive sector in the near to long term, although there is substantial scope for 
application-specific innovations (e.g. on powertrain design, system integration and on-board hydrogen storage)

• The UK (Scotland) is hosting some of the very few international HFC marine demonstrations while UK universities (Warwick and 
Birmingham) are actively researching HFC rail solutions. The UK is thereby has some potential to support advanced HFC marine / rail 
demonstration projects and support local firms in developing innovative powertrain products which can be sold in the national and 
international market

Aims for 2025
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The demonstration of HFC marine applications has been limited to 
date but there is a growing industry interest  

23

Hydrogen in internal combustion engines (H2-ICEs) 

Hydrogen fuel cells for primary power

Fuel cell systems for on-board auxiliary power (APU) applications

• The ZemShip project in Hamburg (Germany) developed a passenger ferry (FCS Alsterwasser) capable of 
carrying up to 100 passengers along the river Alster. The ferry has been in operation since 2008

• The Bristol Hydrogen Boats consortium developed an 11m passenger ferry powered by a 12kW PEM 
fuel cell developed by Auriga Energy. The first trial voyage was performed in 2012

• Eidesvik Offshore’s Viking Lady is a multi-fuel offshore supply ship operating in Norway and built by 
Eidesvik Offshore and Wärtsilä. The ship is powered  by a dual-fuel LNG/diesel-electric power plant and 
a 320kW molten carbonate fuel cell system (fuelled by hydrogen or LNG)

• Scotland’s Caledonian Marine Assets (CMAL) is planning to construct the world’s first car and vehicle 
ferry entirely powered by hydrogen fuel cells following the recent completion of a preliminary feasibility 
study for Scottish Enterprise

• CMR Prototech announced a dual-fuel car ferry in Bergen (Norway): one of the two diesel engines will 
be replaced  by an electric motor powered by 200 kW PEM fuel cells (plus a 100 kWh battery)

• Wallenius Shipping operated a car carrier ferry (MV Undine ) between Germany and the USA 
demonstrating an on-board fuel cell APU.

• APU applications make up a small contribution to a ship’s overall fuel consumption but can increase the 
industry confidence on HFC technology for marine propulsion

• Several companies are investigating the use of H2-ICE for near-sea / short-haul ship applications (for example, this is an 
opportunity which is being investigated in Orkney’s Surf ‘N’ turf project as well as by UK companies such as Revolve) 

UK and International and capabilities
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The rail industry is considering HFC technologies to reduce 
emissions and improve air quality on non electrified routes
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Hydrogen fuel cells for primary power – selected projects

• CSR Qingdao Sifang rolled out a city tram powered by hydrogen-fuelled PEM fuel cells in 
2015. The tram will be operated in Qingdao (China) and can carry 380 passengers 

• Alstom Transport and Hydrogenics recently signed an agreement for developing around 40 
regional commuter trains powered by hydrogen-fuelled PEM fuel cells for Germany 
(supported by the German federal government). The first units are expected to be delivered 
in late 2016 

• Japan’s East Railway Company tested a  "NE Train" hybrid train fitted with two 65 kW PEM 
fuel cells and 19 kWh lithium ion batteries for a short period in 2007/2008

• A small-scale demonstration of a fuel cell powered locomotive was carried out in 2012 by the 
University of Birmingham's Centre for Railway Research and Education

• Riga is planning to roll-out a fleet of 10 hydrogen fuelled trolley buses, where the hydrogen 
fuel cell provides power for the non-electrified portion of the route. To be tendered in 2016.

• There is a growing interest in HFC technology as a replacement for diesel trains and trams on routes which are difficult 
or uneconomic to electrify. These are collectively referred to as ‘Hydrail’ technologies

• Central urban areas are particularly difficult to electrify for several reasons (lack of space, need to install overhead 
cables etc.), hence in central areas hydrogen powered light rail could be a possibility.  One potential opportunity to 
develop this is the new South Wales Metro system

• Hydrail’s solutions can limit the need for recharging infrastructures along routes

Discussion

UK and International and capabilities
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There are several active and latent UK players that could benefit 
from targeted national interventions

• There is substantial scope for UK firms to become more active across the FC / H2-ICE technology value chain for both 
marine and rail applications given the number of operators and ship/train builders active in the UK 

• There is also scope for more active collaboration with other active players in Europe, such as Nordic Marina (a 
Scandinavian Green Marine Project)

UK Latent potential

UK Research potential

• Scotland’s Caledonian Marine Assets (CMAL) – in collaboration with Logan Energy and  St Andrews University - is 
planning to construct the world’s first car and vehicle ferry entirely powered by hydrogen fuel cells

• Auriga Energy (based in Bristol) is developing  PEM FC system for passenger ferry / small marine applications (the fuel is 
provided by Air Products) 

• Several public and private stakeholders across Scotland are considering hydrogen for ferry applications (e.g. see 
Orkney’s Surf ‘n’ Turf project)

• The UK Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) has recently completed a feasibility study for the use of hydrogen in rail 
applications which supported proposals for a rail fuel cell demonstration

• The University of Warwick are creating a Hydrogen powered locomotive and the University of Birmingham recently 
tested a reduced-scale prototype

UK Companies active in the sector

UK capabilities
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Type E – Medium ROPAX ferry (72m)

Propulsion power 2600 kW

Fuel economy 600 l/hour

Deadweight 450 Tonnes

Passengers 450

Cars 60

Capex 15,000,000    £

Assumptions

Operation 300 days per annum

15 hours per day

Life 30 years

FC system 1500 £/kW

Storage (as per tube trailers) 200,000 £/300kg stored

The economics for Marine and Rail hydrogen applications (either FC 
or H2-ICE) is dominated by fuel costs
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Example: Type D – Medium ROPAX ferry (72m)

All figures exclude margins and VAT (unless stated) Diesel Dual Diesel and Fuel Cell

~£15 million ~£15 million

~£1 million

(1300kW) ~£2 million

(900kg in total 350bar) ~£0.6 million

(@ 40% of FC cost) FC life: ~15k hours

~ £0.5/l ~ £5/kg

Vehicle efficiency ~ 600l/hour ~ 65kg-H2/h & 300l-Diesel/h

Total cost of ownership, 
£/hour (over vehicle life)

Integration and other powertrain costs

Base vehicle

H2 tank cost

Fuel Cell system cost

Fuel cost

FC Replacement cost

2015 snapshot
Excludes 

maintenance and 
staff costs

Data source: 

• CMAL SCOTTISH 
GOVERNMENT FERRY 
REVIEW (2010), WORK 
PACKAGE 6 – VESSELS; 

• Fuel cell system and life 
assumptions as per 
2015 FC buses (see 
roadmap on road 
transport) 

Type E – Medium ROPAX ferry (72m)

Propulsion power 2600 kW

Fuel economy 600 l/hour

Deadweight 450 Tonnes

Passengers 450

Cars 60

Capex 15,000,000    £

Assumptions

Operation 300 days per annum

15 hours per day

Life 30 years

FC system 1500 £/kW

Storage (as per tube trailers) 200,000 £/300kg stored

FC system and H2 
tanks can increase 
the ferry capital cost 
by over 50% (at 
2015 cost levels, 
incl. FC system 
replacements) but 
are minor compared 
to fuel costs

D

Barriers and actions
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Barriers affecting marine and rail HFC applications and UK actions 
which could support progress in this sector (1)
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Aspect Comment Scope for UK Actions

Capital 
and 
hydrogen 
fuel costs

• Ships and trains tend to have long lives (e.g. 
typically 30 years for ships). Their economics is 
thereby dominated by fuel costs. Fuel cost 
reduction is the key driver for operators to 
consider innovative propulsion systems 

• The integration of fuel cell and hydrogen 
technology can add substantial costs to maritime 
and rail vehicles but these can be small compared 
to fuel costs over the assets’ life

• Both marine and train applications require very low 
hydrogen prices to return credible economics 
(especially for H2-ICE propulsions). UK efforts 
discussed in other roadmaps (bulk and on-site 
hydrogen production) are thereby required to 
ensure low hydrogen prices for these applications, 
by e.g. siting fuelling near very low cost production 
sites. 

• Ship and train applications will initially use the same 
heavy-duty stacks used for road transport (e.g. 
buses, trucks). Cost reductions will thereby be 
driven by the automotive sector in the near term 
(given the relatively low volumes in these segments)

On-board 
hydrogen 
storage 

• Full power fuel cell or H2-ICE  for long-range rail 
and marine applications require large amount of 
H2

• Limited on-board hydrogen storage capacity can be 
a serious limiting factor.  This can also have an 
impact on payload

• Research on (350 or 700bar) on-board hydrogen 
storage solution optimised for marine and rail
operations (e.g. a drive on, drive off solution) -
either as a part of UK demonstration programme
(e.g. see next slide) or dedicated R&D efforts

Barriers and actions
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Barriers affecting marine and rail HFC applications and UK actions 
which could support progress in this sector (2)
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Aspect Comment Scope for UK Actions

Training and 
skills 

• Due to the novelty of this application, there is a 
lack of knowledge in maintenance, operation 
and support of hydrogen fuelled ships and trains
in the field. Lack of trained engineers and 
operators can greatly reduce the speed with 
which UK operators can consider these solutions

• UK demonstration programmes (see next 
slide) can be used as platform for resolving 
these barriers and creating UK-based know-
how.

• For example,  the Orkney’s Surf ‘n’ Turf 
project is setting up a Marine and 
Coastguard Agency (MCA) / Merchant Navy 
Training Board (MNTB) backed UK facility for 
maritime H2 training

• A strategy for ensuring commercial progress 
beyond the demonstration phase should be 
identified and addressed early in any 
demonstration programme

• Operators and leasing companies should be 
encouraged (via the franchising/regulation 
process) to commit to starting commercial 
operations of these innovative technologies 
if demonstrators meet agreed technical and 
economic targets

Certification 
processes 

• Novel HFC marine and train applications will 
require ad-hoc onerous processes to gain the 
necessary certifications to operate. Again, this 
can greatly reduce the appetite and speed with 
which these solutions can be rolled out in the 
UK

Ensuring links 
between 
commercial
procurement 
plans and 
technology 
development 
programs

• The UK has long history of producing 
demonstrator trains, but uptake post 
demonstrations is low

• One reason for this is the procurement cycle for 
these long life assets, whereby there are 
disconnections between equipment owners 
(e.g. leasing companies), franchises/operators, 
the public sector which mandates 
improvements and infrastructure policies which 
inhibit innovation

Barriers and actions
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Specific barriers affecting marine HFC applications and UK actions 
which could support progress in this sector
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Aspect Barrier description Scope for UK Actions

Safety records 
and HFC 
acceptance

• The marine industry is traditionally conservative on 
propulsion innovation as safety and reliability is critical 
(operations in open sea and under hostile weather can 
pose life-threatening risks to the crew)

• As hydrogen fuel cells are yet unproven for large scale 
primary propulsion, the great majority of the industry 
players have never considered it as a viable alternative 
solution 

UK demonstration programmes targeting near sea / 
short haul HFC marine projects or systems which 
replace a single engine (such as the CMAL hydrogen 
ferry and other applications) can support 
development in this sector by:

• Understanding marine-specific performance 
needs for heavy-duty fuel cell systems

• Progressing on HFC powertrain design and 
integration (e.g. tailored for alternative marine 
applications)

• Designing optimal on-board hydrogen storage 
solutions (see next slide)

• Producing safety records for the industry 

• Developing port-based refuelling solutions (e.g. 
based on H2 tank swapping or proper refuelling 
solutions) 

• Training personnel and generate new skills 
around HFC system maintenance and 
integration  

Low-volume 
and specificity

• Most marine vehicles are built in small numbers and 
designed to be tailored to specific use (ferries, container 
ships, etc.) as well as operators’ need. Hence, is unlikely 
that one propulsion solution will be able to fit all needs.

• Unlike other sectors, prototyping and small-scale testing 
are thereby rare and costly

Refuelling 
Infrastructure

• Marine HFC applications require dedicated, high-
throughput hydrogen supply infrastructure at ports

Barriers and actions
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Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and 
possible actions for supporting this application
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Demonstration of diverse HFC marine applications for 
short-haul and near-sea applications (likely 10s to low 100s)

Heavy-duty stacks / H2 tanks  improvements and cost reductions (driven by road transport applications)

TARGET: pre-commercial 
HFC rail solutions 
developed and 
demonstrated (meet 
industry standards)

UK demonstration of near sea / short haul HFC 
marine solutions (in commercial operations) 

First H2 ferries (e.g. 5 / 10 units) demonstrated across 
Scotland 

Demonstration of first hydrogen 
train(s) on commercial routes

UK programmes to demonstrate H2 
rail solutions in commercial operations

Demonstration of long-haul and 
deep-sea HFC marine applications 

Demonstration of HFC rail applications
(both city trams and regional trains) (likely 10s to low 100s)

Introduction of next generation HFC train 
applications

Development of specific technology and integration improvements to fit marine and rail applications (based on 
demonstrations’ outcomes and key learning) (FC system integration, powertrain optimisation, storage solutions)

Prototyping of first hydrogen train 

Introduction of next generation of 
short-haul H2-marine solutions 

UK programmes to develop and 
demonstrate H2 rail prototypes

Campaign to train technicians, create UK HFC-specific engineering skills and 
resolve regulatory/certification issues (as a part of the demo programmes)  

TARGET: pre-commercial HFC marine 
solutions demonstrated for short-haul 
applications (can meet industry standards)

Roadmap
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Deployment prior to 2025 is expected to be limited to a small 
number of early proof of concept vehicles
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Applications in focus

32

• Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

• Rail and Maritime propulsion

• Links to other roadmaps
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Links to other roadmaps

• Even modest HFC marine and train deployments can generate substantial local demand for 
hydrogen

• This can support better economies of scale for hydrogen fuel producers / distributors  should 
it be clustered with other applications (e.g. for road transport)

• It can also support the industry in developing / perfecting large size fuel cell or H2-ICE engines 

Beneficial effects

• Ship and train applications will initially use the same heavy-duty stacks used for road transport 
(e.g. buses, trucks). Cost reductions will thereby be driven by the automotive sector in the 
near term 

• Low-cost hydrogen production from stranded / constrained renewable assets in remote 
communities can support HFC marine and rail applications

• Hydrogen storage technology development for aerial systems may generate useful technology 
for compact and lightweight applications (e.g. road transport)

Dependencies


